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Microfinance Leader and Big Tent Nation Founder, Brian Clancy  

Joins Bridge Alliance Team 

 

The Bridge Alliance is delighted to announce the addition of Brian 

Clancy to its senior leadership team.  He will be joining our board, 

serving on the Bridge Alliance Leadership Council and personally 

helping to fund our programs. Brian brings a powerful skill set to the 

table and will help guide the Bridge Alliance 

through its next stage of growth. 

 

From his experience as Chief Financial Officer at the world’s top 

asset management group to co-founding a global development 

think tank to serving as the President of a foundation - Brian brings 

boundless energy, creativity and passion to every career adventure. He 

also founded and runs Big Tent Nation - a proud member of the 

Bridge Alliance that has played a leadership role in signature Bridge Alliance programs including the 

American Civic Collaboration Awards and the National Week of Conversation.  

 

That he has chosen to dedicate himself to the Bridge Alliance at this critical inflection point in our 

history is very important and exciting. In his own words: 

 

“I’ve had the privilege to be involved in a number of highly successful global initiatives - including the 

microfinance movement that impacts the lives of hundreds of millions of low income people around 

the world. However, I’ve never been more honored to be part of an organization than the Bridge 

Alliance. The community we’ve forged has the potential to transform American politics by 

strengthening our shared values rather than stoking differences and fears. It’s time for people of good 

faith on the right, left and center to work together for the sake of the nation we love. There just isn’t a 

better opportunity to do that than supporting the Bridge Alliance!” 

  

Brian’s passion for social change and deep knowledge of the strategies needed to scale movements will 

add significantly to the Bridge Alliance’s efforts to revitalize our democracy.  
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About the Bridge Alliance: With more than 85 members in the alliance (and growing), the Bridge 

Alliance is well on its way to creating the political and social infrastructure necessary to better harness 

the energy of the very best organizations in the political reform movement to revitalize our democracy 

by helping them work more  collaboratively to create systemic political reform, transparency, citizen to 

citizen connectivity, and overall accountability. 
 
 


